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Abstract—We envision that future Field-Programmable Gate
Arrays (FPGAs) will use a Hardwired Network on Chip
(HWNoC) as a unified interconnect for functional communications (data and control) as well as configuration (bitstream for
soft IPs). In this paper we present a 3-tier reconfiguration model
that uses the HWNoC as the underlying platform to realize
dynamic loading, starting, and stopping of applications. The
model ensures that applications are guaranteed their required
resources (LUTs, communication, memory). Resource allocation
is performed globally at design time. Applications are started and
stopped dynamically at run time, yet are composable, i.e. do not
affect each other when they do so. Our model comprises three
layers: system manager, application manager, and application.
The system manager instantiates (configures) and enforces the
resource allocation (LUTs, NoC connections, memories) at run
time. Each application is independent, and is accompanied by
an application manager that programs (starts and stops) the
application, within its allocated resources (a virtual platform).
We model our system in cycle-accurate transaction-level SystemC
which includes bitstream loading, HWNoC and IP programming,
clocking, reset, computation.

directly implemented in silicon, e.g. Power PC. We define
(re)configuration as the loading of new soft IPs in the FPGA
by sending a bitstream to a reconfiguration region. An IP is
programmed after it is configured, if necessary, which entails
changing the state of its registers when it is in functional
mode. A use-case is defined as a set of concurrently executing
applications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Today’s FPGAs [1], [2] are used to implement multiprocessor system on chips (MPSoCs) that can run complex
use-cases (sets of applications). The applications often have
real-time requirements (e.g. audio, video, wireless standards),
and can be started and stopped independently (e.g. on user
command). As applications are often developed by different
companies, it is desirable that they can be designed and tested
independently. Composability, or the absence of interference,
is required for this [3]. An application is implemented by
multiple IPs, such as processors, memories, and accelerators.
Real-time behaviour of an application can be ensured by
allocating and enforcing sufficient resources [4]. Usually not
all applications run at the same time, nor do they all fit on the
FPGA simultaneously. Hence dynamic loading of applications
is required. In this paper we address this need by defining
a reconfiguration model for FPGAs that contain hardwired
NoCs, as described in [5], such that applications can be
safely loaded at run time, without affecting already running
applications.
Before continuing we define our terminology. A soft IP
is mapped on FPGA reconfigurable computational blocks
(LUTs) whereas an IP is hardwired or hard when it is
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Three Tiers Of Our Reconfiguration Model.

Several works offer dynamic reconfiguration without disturbing the existing applications [6], [7], [8], [9]. However,
these use centralized resource managers, which may incur
scalability problems. In contrast our reconfiguration model
uses three tiers: system manager, application manager, and application. At run time, the system manager checks, configures,
and enforces the resources globally allocated (at design time)
to an application. Resources include the LUTs and BRAMs
used to implement the soft IPs of the applications, connections
on the HWNoC that are used for communication between the
soft IPs, and the memories used by the application. While
there is only one persistent system manager, each application
is accompanied by its own application manager that exist only
for the duration of the application. It programs, the application,
and manages the application’s IO and storage. The application
itself is unaware of these aspects and focuses on computation,
with IPs consuming and producing data on FIFOs. However,
application IO and large FIFOs are implemented by RAMs
with DMAs and address generators that are programmed by

the application manager.
Figure 1 illustrates the time-space relation as well
as abstracted interaction among the three tiers of our
reconfiguration model. It shows how the system manager
deals with global resource configuration (LUTs, NoC
connections, memories), essentially instantiating a virtual
platform for each application. Within their virtual platform,
application managers deal with the starting (programming)
and stopping of their applications, and also with DMAs,
address generators, and IOs. The application focuses on the
steady-state computation.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
Section II positions our HWNoC reconfiguration model with
respect to related work. Section III describes our HWNoC
reconfiguration model for realizing dynamic application
swapping. Section IV shows a worked example, and we
conclude in Section V.

time due to the small communication buffer [6], is avoided by
an application manager which ensures the memory allocation
for its client application till the required execution stage; b)
high area ratio of processing to network element [10], is
avoided by hard-wiring the underlying functional architecture;
c) the possibility of run-time reconfiguration of the functional
architecture [7] which in turn could disrupt the executing
applications, is avoided because our functional architecture
only needs to be programmed with each adding IP/application;
d) no QoS guarantees for the dynamically adding application [14], [13], [9], is avoided by providing a virtual platform
for each (sub)application and reserving the required resources
across that platform.
Notably, the proposed 3-tier reconfiguration model can
be realized with ICAP instead of HWNoC for bitstream
loading and in the presence of a soft functional architecture
e.g. soft NoC, which requires to be programmed instead of
(re)configured with the addition/removal of IPs/applications.

II. R ELATED W ORK

III. HWN O C R ECONFIGURATION M ODEL

Since, our reconfiguration model provides the run-time
application swapping on an FPGA. We therefore discuss the
researches which include methods and systems to deal with
the dynamics of application swapping on an FPGA.
In [10], [11] the authors use two methods for dynamic
placement of modules. One is based on 1-D placement of
modules in vertical slots, which are connected using a reconfigurable multiple bus (RMB). For the second method
the authors perform 2-D placement of modules with a NoC
as underlying functional architecture where the dynamically
inserted modules overwrite the areas occupied by network
elements i.e. routers. [12] provides a way to place hardware
modules of predetermined size and positions, above each other
and use bus macros for connecting the signals to static region.
In [9] the authors achieve dynamic on-demand reconfiguration by making use of a run-time system software on MicroBlaze for controlling reconfiguration and message handling
whereas the work in [8] presents a hardware framework for
run-time reconfiguration with tightly coupled general purpose
CPU. [13] at run time allocates FPGA resources by using
a centralized resource manager which can preload FPGA
configurations by utilizing its knowledge of application flow
graph. [6] uses a reconfigurable system based on squareshaped and arbitrary-sized swappable logic units (SLUs)
which are arranged in mesh and communicate with each other
through a small communication buffer. A dynamic instruction
set architecture based approach is used in [14] where authors
make use of dynamically rotating instructions for runtime
swapping of reconfigurable modules.
In contrast to our layered approach these approaches are
either central resource manager based [10], [6], [13], [9], [14]
or consider a single application in the system [14], [12] in
addition to not taking into account its Quality of Service (QoS)
demands. Additionally, the above approaches face certain
limitations which are not an issue with our model e.g.: a) possibility of execution time being dominated by the reconfiguration

Our work is based on the HWNoC introduced in [5], which
we briefly recapitulate here. By hard-wiring an interconnect,
such as a NoC, on an FPGA [5], [15], [16], the performance:cost improvement can be as high as a factor 150,
at the cost of some loss of flexibility (fewer LUTs) [5].
The connections for functional data between IPs and control
data of the IPs have a higher bandwidth and lower latency.
By replacing the ICAP with the HWNoC too, i.e. sending
bitstreams over the same HWNoC, “normal functional data”
and bitstreams can be easily converted to each other. This is
useful for bitstream en/decryption etc. We use the Æthereal
NoC [17] as our HWNoC, to be able to offer different
bandwidth and latency guarantees to different connections. It
also offers composability, i.e. the communications of different
applications do not affect each other. This holds even applications they (that) are started or stopped, i.e. when the system
is being (partially) reconfigured.
In our set-up a boot processor manages the HWNoC, to
ensure system integrity (the HWNoC is a critical shared
resource). It opens connections from external memory to
load bitstreams in the configuration functional regions (CFRs)
In previous work [18], the boot manager also managed the
programming of IPs and DMAs, and address generators. In
this paper, the various functions previously all performed
by the boot processor have been more cleanly separated
in the application manager (system resource management
and configuration) and the application manager (application
programming and memory management). We describe how
applications are started and stopped in more detail below.
A. Three-Tiered Structure Overview
Figure 2(A) shows the interaction among the 3-tiers where
the system manager initially loads application IPs and programs the data connections. Using memory-mapped IO, the
application manager is then programmed with application
parameters, such as address ranges for the direct memory

Fig. 2.

3-Tier HWNoC Reconfiguration Model Showing (A): Interaction (B): Concerns i.e. Issues And Responsibilities Across The 3-Tiers

access (DMA) engine and address generation unit (AGU). The
application manager then programs the IPs with appropriate
parameters, again using memory-mapped IO. The application
receives its streaming data from the DMA engine, and executes, producing data that is placed by the DMA on the
locations pointed by the AGU, as illustrated in Figure 3. The
application manager observes the progress of the application.
When all input data has been consumed, and all output data has
been produced (which be substantially later, due to application
pipelining), the application manager stops sending/receiving
data to/from the application and signals reconfiguration request
to the system manager.

Fig. 3.

Application And Its Manager Interaction

B. Three-Tier Concerns
The interactions between the three tiers, and their respective
responsibilities are illustrated in Figure 2(B) and are explained
below.
1) Application Concerns: A real-time application which
comprises soft IPs forms the third tier of our reconfiguration
model. The application IPs operate i.e. consume and produce,
address-less data which is pipelined and therefore is distributed

in spatial and temporal domains. The streaming data at the start
and end of the pipeline is read from and written to the FIFOs.
However, large FIFOs and IO to the system are implemented
by RAMs that require addressing. An IP communicating to
its peers requires sufficient bandwidth pipe on the connecting
channels (dedicated or shared) to meet its real-time throughput
guarantees. Peer IPs as shown with Figure 3, could have
different pipeline depths and clock frequencies therefore a
flow-control mechanism is required to avoid loss of data. These
soft IPs are configured before being initialized, programmed
and executed. In addition, candidate IP cores could have
different sizes, shapes, and number of functional ports.
2) Application Manager Concerns: An application manager per application is configured and programmed before
loading the bitstream for its client application(s). The application manager performs resource management i.e. pumping/storing RAM data from/to IPs etc, and it must be placed
close to its client application. Since the system manager is
unaware of the application execution status the application
manager notifies it about the application termination. An application manager must be stopped if the application no longer
exists. It can also re-programmed by the system manager
whenever new application has been instantiated.
3) System Manager Concerns: The system manager
is executed on the boot processor and executes until the
system is switched off. Its responsibilities include keeping a
record of information for all the system applications, such
as: application identifier, application manager, configuration
region, use-cases etc. The system manager also keeps traces
of QoS information (obtained at compile time) for all the
system applications which include: reservation of the path
for application IPs to communicate, number and positioning

of time slots across the path, credit counter between the
source and destination application IPs across the network.
Importantly, the system manager ensures that there no
conflicts between applications. Hence it takes control of
application-specific actions, such as bitstream transportation
for the application cores, their initialization, stoppage,
allocation and deallocation of NoC resources.
We next explain the procedure to reconfigure an application
using 3-tier reconfiguration model.

engine afterwards fetches the data from those RAM addresses
and forwards it to the required IP on an appropriate data
connection, as previously established by the system manager.
The DMA interacts with the executing application both in
the forward (producing application input) and the backward
directions (consuming application output) and each time after
pumping/storing the RAM data it contacts the application
manager controller which on the basis of the received information from the system manager decides to continue or
terminate the application execution.

C. Application Reconfiguration Procedure
In this section we describe the reconfiguration procedure
in more detail. Initially, the system manager loops over all
the applications (client plus managers) in the active use-case,
and loads them into their destination configuration regions. To
ensure the availability of application I/O and storage resources,
it makes sure that the applications manager is started before
the application on the reconfigurable fabric.
To configure an application the system manager uses the
application information as detailed in section III-B3. The
application configuration plus initialization is carried out by
looping over all of the application configuration functional
regions [5] as shown in Figure 4. 1) The system manager
first establishes a guaranteed-latency connection to each CFR
for loading the bitstream. 2) It fetches the IP bitstreams from
the configuration memory to be placed in that specific configuration region. 3) The system manager closes the bitstream
connection once the all the IPs in that configuration region
are configured. 4) Afterwards on a separate connection it
carries out the initialization per IP, which includes sending
clock and reset information to memory-mapped clock and reset
generators. 5) It is followed by programming the connections
among the application IPs with QoS information obtained
at compile time. 6) Once the application connections are in
position the system manager programs the respective application manager with its client application’s input/output base
addresses, strides, data ranges and number of executions to
perform.
Each destination configuration functional region in our
FPGA [5] has an appropriate circuitry i.e. address decoder
and registers, to parse the incoming bitstream from the system
manager and to place it at the correct locations [18]. The CFR
also comprises a single clock generator, which restricts all the
candidate IPs to placed in a configuration region to run at same
frequency. In addition there is a reset generator from which
32 1-bit reset links comes out which allows a maximum of 32
IPs to be placed in a single configuration functional region.
An application manager comprises a controller, DMA engine, AGU and embedded on-chip memory as shown in
Figure 3 and which provides storage/IO services to the third
tier of our reconfiguration model as explained in Figure 4. On
an application manager part the application manager controller
after receiving the client application parameters from the
system manager, calculates the required input/output addresses
by using the embedded address generation unit. The DMA

Fig. 4.

Application Reconfiguration

IV. E XPERIMENTS A ND R ESULTS
We modeled the HWNoC reconfiguration model in SystemC
using the design flow of [19]. We use a simplified H.264
application with behavioral models of the three IPs as shown
in Figure 5 to encode Quarter Common Intermediate Format
(QCIF) resolution video frames. Synthesis of the VHDL
implementations of the Residue and DCT IPs on a Virtex4 XC4VLX200 chip using Xilinx ISE 8.2 provided their
frequencies which were used in SystemC, table I.
The size of their bitstreams was estimated from their kLUT
areas using the equation (IP LUTs * frames per column) /
(LUTs per CLB * CLB per column). For Virtex-4 [20] a single
CLB contains 8 LUTs, and a column contains 22 frames and
16 CLBs. The Quantizer area and frequency were estimated to
be between the DCT and the Residue respective values. The
NoC contains 4 routers and network interface kernels with
respective FIFO sizes of 24 and 41x words.

Fig. 5.

Application Temporal Analysis With System Resource Reservation At Different Stages

TABLE I
A PPLICATION IP S YNTHESIZED A REA , F REQUENCY A ND
R ECONFIGURATION T IME
IP
RESIDUE
DCT
Quantizer

Area
(kLUTs)
1.68
2.36
2.21

Frequency
(MHz)
100
66
75

Bitstream
(Frames)
285
396
370

(Re)config Time
(µs)
273.6
380.16
355.2

We provide the analysis and proof of the concept of virtual
platforms (i.e one applications does not disrupt the execution
of the other) for each application by using the HWNoC and
carrying out their structural and functional mapping onto the
required FPGA regions.
A. Application Timing Analysis
We considered two applications A1 (comprising Quantizer)
and A2 (comprising Residue + DCT) with independent application managers. These applications belong to the same usecase and and execute in parallel without affecting each other,
Figure 5. The Figure 5 shows the timings required to load,
program, execute and terminate both the applications along
with the corresponding allocated NoC resources during the
each phase. It also illustrates the different CFRs occupied
by the applications and their managers. In the following
discussion we will expound temporal details for the A2 during
the different phases.
Each application phase is preceded by programming the
NoC, as illustrated in [21], in 0.18 µs to 0.24 µs, so that
the data can reach the required location. This time has been
included in the preceding discussions while mentioning individual phase delay. Notably, the source and the destination
in our network at the maximum can be three nodes apart
and with each extra router an additional delay of 0.006 µs
is encountered.
Loading of A2 starts with streaming the bitstream by the

system manager on a fixed and low latency connection. It takes
653 µs to load the 681 frames of the A2 in the destination
CFR.
Programming of the A2 starts afterwards by the system
manager. The system manager first initializes its IPs in 0.63 µs
by programming memory mapped reset and clock generator in
the destination configuration region. It is followed by settingup of three data connections for those IPs in approximately
2.9 µs which corresponds to write path, credits and slots
information to the required network interface kernels which
provide/schedule the communication of the attached IP blocks.
As the last step before the A2 execution the respective
application manager is programmed by the system manager in
0.97 µs with 48-words application parameters which comprise
full application’s I/O addresses and ranges.
Execution of A2 is carried out afterwards where the single
execution of its IPs process one 4x4 pixel-block, and 16 such
pixel blocks constitute single Macro Block (MB). It takes
920.7 µs to process 2QCIF (198MBs) video frame in peer to
peer streaming communication fashion.
Termination of the Application A2 is triggered once the
desired execution is achieved. It initiates with an application
manager notification to the system manager in 0.24 µs on
an already established connection. Afterwards the system
manager shuts down the three A2 connections in 2.9 µs time
which accounts for blocking the source shell from emitting
new transactions, emptying input/output queues, and clearing
the respective slot table entries. Disabling the application IPs
comes next which starts with opening a reset connection to
network interface kernel(s) associated with application IPs and
afterwards sending a 32-bit reset signal to disable IPs from
processing further. It takes 2.7 µs to shut down the A2 IPs
which are placed in the same CFR.
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B. Application Resource Allocation
The Figure 5 shows that each application phase is allocated
with the specific quota of resources i.e. time slots. The
computation of the time slots is performed at compile time
according to the design time specification and their allocation
is ensured at run time by the system manager. Allocating
dedicated system resources for each phase, as illustrated in
Figure 5, allows both the applications to coexist and that as
well in different phases. It is evident from the Figure 5 that
24.15% of the total system resources are reserved for A1
and A2 during the load phase whereas 13.8% each for their
programming and termination phases. However, both the A1
and A2 have different QoS requirements during the execution
phase and which respectively corresponds to 17.2% and 31%
of the total system resources.
In the example, the NoC has 29 time slots. This illustrates
that time slots are re-used between different phases (use cases)
because the total number of slots of the load, program, execute
and terminate phases is larger (43).
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented a three-tier reconfiguration
model of HWNoC which provides the dynamic runtime reconfiguration of an application. We presented the
mechanism to achieve above objectives and modeled the
application dynamic behavior in cycle-accurate transactionlevel SystemC. The two-tiers (the system manage and an
application manager) of our reconfiguration model were
responsible for managing services across the system. The
system manager at runt time, instantiated and enforced the
resource allocation both in communication (NoC) and logic
(FPGA) planes. This resource allocation corresponds to NoC
connections, LUTs and memories. On the other hand an
application manager programmed (started and stopped) the
client application. Additionally, the application manager by
making use of its embedded AGU and DMA engine provided
computational data and memory allocation for the client
application.
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